
Sermon Notes                                                                                                      Providence Community Church  
7-9-17 Ken Carlton                                                                                            Title: A MATURE PRAYER LIFE   
Main Text: Psalm 71
Sermon Description: Psalm 71 provides us the rarest of treasures: a perfectly preserved, Spirit inspired, song 
and prayer of an elderly and godly man.  The value of this Psalm is further appreciated as we consider the 
context of the author's appeal.  He finds himself at the weakest stage of life in need of intense help.  This is 
something of a classic example of prayer, given these extremes.  As the Psalmist is aging, he finds his needs are 
greater than ever and his ability to address them has never been so lacking.  Only a vibrant, growing faith can 
bridge this widening chasm.  Our author, evidencing the sovereign grace of God, demonstrates a faith sufficient 
for the aged.  Here we behold the ripening fruit of a mature prayer life.  We are listening to the heart cry of a life-
long expert in bending the ear of God.  To illustrate the effects of Ps 71, both to the positive by the presence of 
its principles and the negative in the absence of its principles, consider this song alongside the life of David (who 
many think is its likely author) vs. the life of Sampson...

          Heading: ...BUILDING BLOCKS FOR A CUMULATIVE CASE IN PRAYER...

1. ENTREATY   …Realizing where help is found   (Ps 71:1-3) (9)  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
2. OCCASION   ...Recognizing why divine intervention is necessary   (4) (10-13)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
3. VOWS  ...Pledging upon answered prayer  (14-16)  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
4. COVENANT   ...Acknowledging the history and scope of our relationship with the Lord  (5-7)  (17-18)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
5. PRAISE   ...Glorifying the Lord  (8)  (19-24)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
AIM: THAT OUR PRAYER LIFE WOULD DEEPEN AS WE ARE TAUGHT THROUGH THE EXAMPLE 
OF PSALM 71
….................................................................................................................................................................................

FAMILY WORSHIP SCHEDULE:
Monday                       Tuesday                  Wednesday                Thursday                 Friday               Saturday
Theme:                      Theme:                        Theme:                        Theme:                    Theme:                Theme:
Overview                                Entreaty                                   Occasion                                     Vows                                  Covenant                        Praise                  
 Verses:                           Verses:                             Verses:                          Verses:                       Verses:                      Verses:
Ps 71                                         1-3,  9                                       4,  10-13                                   14-16                                5-7,  17-18                         8, 19-24
   FURTHER STUDY:   see 'Excerpts' posted weekly at providencecrosslake.com  
   NEXT WEEK:     Matthew 28:11-20  ...Commission vs. commission 


